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Growth of Mobile Phone Subscribers
& Data Traffic

Mobile internet traffic growth is pushing
the capacity limits of wireless networks !
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Potential Enabling Technologies
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Potential Enabling Technologies
- Spectral Efficiency Improvement
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Massive MIMO
Base stations are equipped with a very large number of antennas, thereby
scaling up the conventional MIMO systems by many orders of magnitude.
Potentials:
Massive
antennas
(x 100)

• Increase the capacity by 10 times or more.
• Improve the radiated energy-efficiency: more
directed beams.
• Inexpensive and low-power components.
• Robustness to noise and man-made
interference.

Very highly
directional spatial
multiplexing

Challenges:

Tens of users

• Design of compact antenna arrays, while
minimizing the fading correlation between
antenna elements.
• Acquisition of high dimension CSI.
• Increase in pilot overhead.
• Extremely computational demand on classical
precoding and receiving techniques
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Artificial Radio Space
• A new concept to assist reliable, secure, spectrum- and power- efficient
communications in indoor and outdoor scenarios
• Using a metal/metamaterial surfaces or tunable reflect arrays consisting of lowcost low-power-consuming passive/active reflecting elements
• To make the propagation channel more favorable to satisfy various QoSs
• Easily placed in/on the wall/ceilings of the buildings

[1] C. Liaskos, S. Nie, A. Tsioliaridou, A. Pitsillides, S. Ioannidis, and I. Akyildiz, “A new wireless communication paradigm through software-controlled metasurfaces,”
IEEE Commun. Mag., vol. 56, no. 9, pp. 162–169, Sep. 2018
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Large Intelligent Surface (LIS) Assisted
Wireless Communication
• A very new concept [2], [3], with the potential of significantly reducing the energy
consumption of wireless networks while realizing Massive MIMO gains.
• Base station (BS) communicates with the users through a LIS.
• LIS is a planar array consisting of a large number of nearly passive, low-cost and low
energy consuming, reflecting elements, with reconfigurable parameters.
• Each element induces a certain phase shift on the incident electromagnetic wave.
• Objective is to make the propagation channel more favorable for the users.

• Can be easily integrated into the walls of the building.
Current implementations:
• Reconfigurable reflect arrays,
• Liquid crystal metasurfaces,
• Programmable metamaterials.
[2] C. Huang et al., “Energy efficient multi-user MISO communication using low resolution large intelligent surfaces,” in IEEE GLOBECOM, Abu Dhabi, UAE, Dec. 2018.
[3] Q. Wu and R. Zhang, “Intelligent reflecting surface enhanced wireless network: Joint active and passive beamforming design,” in IEEE GLOBECOM, Abu Dhabi,
UAE, Dec. 2018.
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Not to be Confused with:
• Amplify and Forward Relay [4]
• Assists in transmission by actively generating new signals.
• Requires a dedicated energy source.
• Active Large Intelligent Surface (LIS) based Massive MIMO [5]
• Data transmission with LISs.
• Massive antenna arrays deployed on these surfaces with a fixed transmit power per
volume-unit constraint.
• Current focus is on indoor scenarios, where the technology is shown to be highly
effective in interference suppression.
• Promising research direction for data-transmission in communication systems beyond
Massive-MIMO.

[4] B. Sainath and N. B. Mehta, “Generalizing the amplify-and-forward relay gain model: An optimal SEP perspective,” IEEE Transactions on Wireless
Communications, vol. 11, no. 11, pp. 4118–4127, Nov. 2012.
[5] S. Hu et al., “Beyond massive MIMO: The potential of data transmission with large intelligent surfaces,” IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, vol. 66, no. 10,9 pp.
2746–2758, May 2018

LIS Assisted MU-MISO System

User k

M x 1 Channel between the BS and user k is modeled as,
•
•
•

RLISk represents the correlation matrix of the LIS elements for user k.
is a diagonal matrix of effective phase shifts
applied by the LIS elements.
Entries of
i.i.d. CN(0,1).
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Optimal Precoder
• The Tx signal x is given as

, where pk is the Tx power of symbol sk for

user k and gk is the precoding vector for user k.
• Downlink SINR is defined as

.

• Problem (P1):
• Solution:
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Case I – Rank-One H1 (H1=abH )
• Optimal value of SINR is equal to
, so we focus on analyzing .
• After some tedious calculations involving the use of Woodbury identity, we find,

where

, where

• Optimal precoder turns out to be matched filter, i.e.

.
.

For K=1:
• Problem (P2):

• Solution: Let

, then the (close to) optimal phases are computed as,
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Performance (K=1)

• Comparison done with direct channel between the BS and user,
where entries of

,

, with optimal Tx beamforming, i.e.

.

• Average optimal SNR scales with the number of reflecting elements in the order N2.
• Array gain of N and beamforming gain of N.
• Significant improvement with only passive phase shifters – more spectral and
energy efficient.
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Multi-User (MU) Setting
During our derivations we find that with a rank-one channel between the
BS and the LIS the optimal SINR is bounded as,

• Received average SINR of each user remains within a bound that goes to 0, no
matter what value of N or what phases are used.
• Harmful to deploy LIS in a MU setting with a rank-one LoS BS-to-LIS channel.
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Case II – Full Rank H1
•
•

•

Phases that maximize the deterministic equivalent of
are computed using
projected gradient descent.
Performance compared with the case where BS directly communicates with the
users using optimal precoding and power allocation.
Result shows that by introducing rank in H1, average optimal SINR scales even in
the MU setting.
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Further Research Directions

• Low-overhead signal exchange and channel
estimation design to provide the LIS with the CSI to
adapt the phases.
• Optimal positioning of the LIS, such that the channel
is LoS but not rank-one.
• Correlation characterization for the LIS, based on the
underlying technology used.
• Hardware limitations: low resolution phase shifters
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